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Abstract—The problems of TCP packet reordering and random loss over wireless networks have motivated the development of a number of TCP variants. However, most of these variants focus on resolving only one of the aforementioned two problems. A few unified solutions for both problems generally extend beyond the scope of the transport layer. In this paper, we propose a new TCP variant, known as TCP for non-congestion loss (TCP-NCL), to tackle both problems under one compact framework. Different from previous unified solutions, the modifications are limited to sender-side TCP only, thereby facilitating possible future wide deployment. A retransmission decision timer and a congestion response decision timer have been installed to trigger packet retransmission and congestion response, respectively. Our simulation studies reveal that TCP-NCL is robust against packet reordering as well as random packet loss while maintaining responsiveness against situations with purely congestive loss.

I. INTRODUCTION

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the most important transport layer protocol over current networks, providing connection-oriented end-to-end in-order data delivery services to various applications. Traditionally, the design of TCP relies on the assumptions of nearly in-order packet delivery and error-free transmission. A TCP receiver would expect the sequence numbers of the received packets belonging to the same flow to be consecutively ordered. Otherwise, it will send back a duplicate acknowledgment (dup-ack) to its corresponding TCP sender for each received packet failing the expectation. At the sender side, when the number of dup-acks exceeds a certain threshold value, various congestion control measures will be activated and the size of the congestion window ($cwnd$) will be reduced. Therefore, out-of-order packet events are effectively treated as an indication of network overload.

However, while network congestion does constitute the dominant cause of out-of-order packet events over conventional wired networks, wireless networks have often seen random packet loss and packet reordering as other predominant sources of such events.

As compared with wired media, the wireless medium provides much more lossy physical links for data transmission. Signals propagating over wireless channels suffer severely from degradation, interference, and noise. Packets received may be damaged to an extent beyond the recovery capability of error correcting codes, if any. These packets are thus discarded, leading to random packet losses. In wireless networks, random packet losses are not rare events.

Packet reordering refers to the network behavior that the packet order of a TCP flow is disrupted. Despite conventional beliefs that packet reordering is a transient or pathological network behavior, it is in fact persistently observed over wireless networks and can be caused by link layer retransmissions (LLRTX) [1], [7] and path changes. LLRTX are mechanisms proposed to locally retransmit damaged packets at the link layer to combat high transmission error rates of wireless channels. As a side effect of local retransmission, the packet order of a flow is altered. A path change often occurs over mobile ad-hoc networks, where a TCP flow traverses through a number of wireless nodes. The transmission path of the flow may be altered when some nodes move. The round trip time (RTT) of the connection may change too. Consequently, it is possible that some packets transmitted after the path change arrive at the receiving end before those packets transmitted prior to the path change.

Therefore, in wireless networks, packet reordering and random packet loss, in addition to network congestion, form important causes for the occurrence of the out-of-order packet events. Due to the incapability of the traditional TCP designs to differentiate among these three causes, congestion control measures are often spuriously activated, keeping $cwnd$ unnecessarily small, and resulting in under-utilization of available network resources.

A. Related Work

The problems of packet reordering and random packet loss necessitate the modification of TCP to adapt it to wireless networks. Currently, these TCP variants fall into three different categories according to the problems they aim to tackle, namely, the problem of packet reordering, random packet loss, and both.

The solutions for packet reordering include RR-TCP [11], TCP-DCR [2], TCP-DOOR [10], TCP-Eifel [9], and TCP-PR [3]. TCP-DOOR and TCP-Eifel focus on detecting spurious retransmission after activating packet retransmission and congestion response. They infer a path change upon each successful detection and recover $cwnd$ accordingly. Yet, they are generally unable to recover $cwnd$ unnecessarily reduced in the event of random packet loss. Furthermore, as shown by our simulation results, the performance of TCP-DOOR can be significantly undermined under persistent packet reordering.
By contrast, RR-TCP, TCP-DCR, and TCP-PR aim to prevent persistent packet reordering from spuriously activating congestion response by deferring packet retransmission and congestion response until the occurrence of packet loss can be accurately confirmed. However, these variants rely on LLRTX to provide an almost error-free transmission channel and assume the absence of random loss. Upon the detection of packet loss, congestion response, in addition to packet retransmission, will also be deemed necessary and activated. Our simulation results reveal that they will suffer severe performance deterioration when LLRTX is unavailable.

The solutions for random packet loss include TCP-Veno [6] and TCP-Westwood (TCP-W) [4], and they focus on differentiating between congestion loss and non-congestion loss while ignoring packet reordering. This limitation, however, restricts the applicability of TCP-Veno and TCP-W to networks with nearly in-order packet delivery. Particularly, their interoperability with LLRTX are undermined.

The unified solutions for both problems generally extend beyond the scope of the transport layer. ATCP [8] introduces an ATCP layer between TCP and IP. The new layer switches TCP among various pre-defined states in accordance with the network condition, trying to avoid spurious packet retransmission and congestion response.

B. Organization of the Paper

The focus of this work is to propose a unified solution for the problems of packet reordering and random packet loss, which can effectively differentiate among the occurrences of network congestion, packet reordering, and random packet loss so as to take appropriate actions accordingly. Different from the previous unified solutions, the modifications involved will be limited to the sender-side TCP only, thereby facilitating possible wide deployment in the future. Section II presents our proposed TCP variant, known as TCP for non-congestion loss, for dealing with situations when packet reordering and random loss coexist with congestive packet loss. Section III compares the performance of TCP-NCL with some popular TCP variants, namely, RR-TCP, TCP-DCR, TCP-DOOR, TCP-PR, TCP-Veno, and TCP-W. Section IV concludes and discusses some possible extensions of our work.

II. TCP-NCL

As discussed in Section I-A, packet retransmission and congestion response mechanisms are generally bundled together in the existing TCP variants for dealing with persistent packet reordering (RR-TCP, TCP-DCR, and TCP-PR). A major limitation in doing so is that any information inferred by the occurrences of the events which happen after packet retransmission is completely ignored, thereby increasing the possibility of spurious congestion control activation. Specifically, if an acknowledgment (ACK) for a packet lags behind the retransmission of that packet by a short duration, the congestion control measures generally bundled with the packet retransmission are rather unnecessary. The acknowledgment packet can either be for the originally transmitted packet or the retransmitted packet. The former case obviously rejects the possibility of a congestive loss. In the latter case, a fairly short round-trip time and thus a lightly loaded network can be inferred.

Based on the observation stated above, we decide to split packet retransmission and congestion control in our model, as illustrated in Fig. 1. A new retransmission decision timer \( RD_i \) is started whenever a new packet \( P_i \) is injected into the network. If \( ACK_i \) is received at the TCP sender before \( RD_i \) expires, \( RD_i \) is cancelled. Otherwise, \( P_i \) will be retransmitted and a congestion response decision timer \( CD_i \) will be started.

\( CD_i \) will be cancelled if \( ACK_i \) arrives before it expires. Otherwise, the congestion control mechanisms will be activated upon the expiration of \( CD_i \). Therefore, the installation of \( CD_i \) allows the TCP sender extra time after the packet retransmission to decide whether congestion control shall be activated. \( ACK_i \) arriving before the expiration of \( CD_i \) shall be treated as an indication of the absence of network congestion. Thus, this eliminates the need for activating the congestion control measures.

The determination of the expiration periods of \( CD_i \) and \( RD_i \) (denoted as \( \tau_{RD_i} \) and \( \tau_{CD_i} \), respectively) is a non-trivial task, requiring careful balancing of various factors involved. We propose to determine \( CD_i \) and \( RD_i \) based on the statistical distribution of round trip time (RTT). Sections II-B and II-C evaluate \( \tau_{RD_i} \) and \( \tau_{CD_i} \), respectively. The complete TCP-NCL
The distribution of RTT is time-variant over wireless networks, where the network topology and/or loading may change over a TCP session. The time-varying property requires periodic updating of RTT samples, so that recent RTT samples are recorded and some outdated samples are discarded. For this purpose, we would first define the maximum RTT record length (MRRL). Whenever the total number of the stored RTT samples exceeds MRRL, the oldest samples will be discarded. Thus, in the long run, only the most recent MRRL RTT samples will be stored.

When sampling RTT, an ACK, which arrives no later than time \( \beta \tau_{CD} \) (where \( \beta \) is a system-designed parameter falling between zero and one) after the retransmission of \( P_i \) will be counted as an acknowledgment for the originally transmitted \( P_i \), since it is impossible for the retransmitted \( P_i \) to be acknowledged within such a short interval. To this effect, we measure the time elapsed between the retransmission of \( P_i \) and the arrival of ACK, delay-after-rtx. If the measured value is less than \( \beta \tau_{CD} \) (i.e., \( 0 < \beta < 1 \)), we will record an RTT sample by subtracting the time \( P_i \) is first transmitted from the time ACK arrives; otherwise, the corresponding RTT sample will be ignored.

**A. TCP-NCL-RTT-Update**

The distribution of RTT is time-variant over wireless networks, where the network topology and/or loading may change over a TCP session. The time-varying property requires periodic updating of RTT samples, so that recent RTT samples are recorded and some outdated samples are discarded. For this purpose, we would first define the maximum RTT record length (MRRL). Whenever the total number of the stored RTT samples exceeds MRRL, the oldest samples will be discarded. Thus, in the long run, only the most recent MRRL RTT samples will be stored.

When sampling RTT, an ACK, which arrives no later than time \( \beta \tau_{CD} \) (where \( \beta \) is a system-designed parameter falling between zero and one) after the retransmission of \( P_i \) will be counted as an acknowledgment for the originally transmitted \( P_i \), since it is impossible for the retransmitted \( P_i \) to be acknowledged within such a short interval. To this effect, we measure the time elapsed between the retransmission of \( P_i \) and the arrival of ACK, delay-after-rtx. If the measured value is less than \( \beta \tau_{CD} \) (i.e., \( 0 < \beta < 1 \)), we will record an RTT sample by subtracting the time \( P_i \) is first transmitted from the time ACK arrives; otherwise, the corresponding RTT sample will be ignored.

**B. Assignment of \( \tau_{RD} \)**

\( \tau_{RD} \) determines how long we have to wait before activating a packet retransmission. An excessively small \( \tau_{RD} \) will result in spurious packet retransmissions. Even though we have decoupled the decision of packet retransmission with that of congestion response, spurious retransmission at a significant level is nevertheless highly undesirable, as it injects duplicated bytes into the network and reduces the efficiency in the use of network resources. Nevertheless, \( \tau_{RD} \) will also need to be upper bounded by the expiration period of the retransmission timer to avoid unnecessary retransmission timeout (RTO).

Thus, we set \( \tau_{RD} \), as:

\[
\tau_{RD} = \max(RTT)
\]

where \( \max(RTT) \) denotes the maximum RTT among all the stored samples. As will be shown by our simulation results, TCP-NCL demonstrates a very efficient usage of network bandwidth in that it almost always attains the highest connection goodput among all our compared TCP variants. This performance can hardly be achieved if spurious retransmission constitutes a significant wastage of total throughput. Thus, the choice of setting \( \tau_{RD} \) as \( \max(RTT) \) seems to be appropriate.

**C. Assignment of \( \tau_{CD} \)**

In Fig. 1, when \( ACK_i \) arrives at the sender during the period between the expiration of \( RD_i \) and \( CD_i \), congestion control will not apply. This \( ACK_i \) can be due to the originally transmitted or the retransmitted packet \( P_i \). Our intention here is for the timer \( CD_i \) to assume a sufficiently small expiration period so that either one of the following two cases will hold:

1) If the originally transmitted \( P_i \) triggers this \( ACK_i \), there is no need to reduce \( cwnd \) or the slow start threshold (\( ssthresh \)) since no packet loss occurs.

2) If the retransmitted packet triggers the received \( ACK_i \), we can infer that RTT is too short. This in turn indicates a very small chance of network overload. As for the originally transmitted packet, it can either be reordered or lost due to random channel error. In either event, it would be unnecessary to activate congestion control mechanisms.

Therefore, a TCP sender will decide that congestion loss has occurred and congestion control mechanisms should come into play only when \( CD_i \) has expired, and by then both packet reordering and random packet loss would be very unlikely. Intuitively, we set \( \tau_{CD} \), as:

\[
\tau_{CD} = \min(RTT) + \Delta T
\]

where \( \min(RTT) \) denotes the minimum RTT among all the stored samples. Apparently, \( \min(RTT) \) qualifies as our prescribed "sufficiently small value", and the term \( \Delta T \) is introduced for minor adjustment. By increasing \( \Delta T \), a TCP sender can detect spurious retransmission more effectively. In our actual implementation, because timestamps are utilized for realizing CD timers and a minor delay in activating congestion control will be inherently introduced, we set \( \Delta T \) to zero to avoid an excessively aggressive TCP sender.

**III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION**

In this section, we present our simulation results and compare TCP-NCL with some popular TCP variants, namely, RR-TCP, TCP-DCR, TCP-DOOR, TCP-PR, TCP-Veno, and TCP-W. Section III-A describes the simulation setup. Section III-B compares the performance of these TCP variants under various network configurations.
A. Simulation Setup

Three different network topologies, as illustrated in Fig. 3, have been used in the simulation experiment: a wired network with a dumbbell topology, an infrastructure-based wireless network, and a multi-hop wireless network. We aim to examine the performance of the TCP variants under congestive loss, random packet loss, and persistent reordering.

In the wired network with a dumbbell topology, multiple pairs of TCP-NCL senders and receivers share an error-free ordered bottleneck link. Thus, all occurrences of packet loss are due to network congestion. The number of sender-receiver pairs ranges from one to ten.

In the infrastructure-based wireless network, a TCP sender and a TCP receiver are connected through some wired and wireless links. Random channel error from zero to 15% is deliberately introduced into each wireless link. The link-layer retransmission mechanism is disabled to simulate an in-order channel for a TCP flow.

In the multi-hop wireless network, a TCP sender is connected to a TCP receiver via four wireless links. Random channel error is introduced into the wireless links with an error rate ranging from zero to 15%. The link-layer retransmission is enabled to introduce persistent packet reordering. Under high channel error rate, however, local link-layer retransmission cannot guarantee successful packet delivery due to the retransmission limit (set to three). Consequently, TCP will be confronted with both packet reordering and random packet loss.

All simulation experiments have been run over Network Simulator (ns) Version 2.29 [5]. The minimum RTO is set to one second. Delayed ACK is disabled so that ACK packets are sent by the TCP receiver upon the arrival of data packet. MRRl is set to 1000 and $\beta$ is set to 0.8. In each test under the infrastructure-based wireless network and the multi-hop wireless network, a total of 20 runs have been performed to compute an average value and a 95% confidence interval of the performance metric, the connection goodput in megabit per second (Mbps).

B. Performance Comparison

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4. In the dumbbell topology, there are a number of TCP flows sharing the bottleneck link R1-R2. The normalized goodput of each TCP flow, which is defined as the ratio of its goodput to the average goodput among all flows, is computed and plotted in Fig. 4(a). All the plotted normalized goodputs are approximately one unit. The total goodput of all TCP flows is plotted in Fig. 4(b) and it remains at a high level despite the increase in the number of flows. Thus, the TCP-NCL flows are able to share the bandwidth of a bottleneck link fairly and efficiently, demonstrating competent responsiveness with the presence of congestive loss only.

For the infrastructure-based wireless network as shown in Fig. 4(c), TCP-NCL essentially maintains a stable goodput level against the channel error rate from zero to 15%, whereas almost all of the other TCP variants experience drastic goodput decrease as the error rate increases. The only exception is TCP-W, which exhibits a relatively elegant performance deterioration. The performance of TCP-NCL should be attributable to its effectiveness in differentiating between congestion loss and random packet loss, a merit introduced by postponing the activation of congestion response until the congestion response decision timer expires. In contrast, RR-TCP, TCP-DCR, TCP-DOOR, and TCP-PR exclude the possibility of random packet loss, resulting in under-utilization of network resources.

For the multi-hop wireless network as shown in Fig. 4(d), TCP-DCR, TCP-NCL, and TCP-PR outperform other variants under the channel error rate less than 9%, thereby demonstrating robustness to persistent reordering. When the error rate further increases and random packet loss coexists with packet reordering, TCP-NCL performs slightly better than TCP-PR while the performance of TCP-DCR is substantially deteriorated. Again, in the latter scenario, the installation of the $CD_i$ timer plays a crucial role in achieving the performance improvement for TCP-NCL.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have adapted Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) to tackle packet reordering and random packet loss in wireless networks. The retransmission decision (RD) timer is installed to trigger a retransmission of a packet when its acknowledgment has not been received within a specified time period. The decisions on whether to activate congestion control measures are postponed until the expiration of the congestion response decision (CD) timer so that occurrences of false congestion response can be reduced. A TCP-NCL-RRT-Update process is introduced for maintaining the RTT samples in the storage.
Various test cases have been designed to simulate the problems of congestive loss, packet reordering, and random packet loss. The performance of TCP-NCL under these cases have been examined and compared with other TCP variants. Our simulation results reveal that TCP-NCL offers the best performance in all these test cases. Further simulation experiments are currently in progress to investigate the internal behavior of TCP-NCL as well as other important performance issues, including TCP-friendliness.

There are several possible extensions to our work, some of which are listed below:

1) improve the computational complexity of TCP-NCL algorithms, especially that of TCP-NCL-RTT-Update;
2) develop a distribution model of RTT to make TCP-NCL a memoryless algorithm, and;
3) implement and examine the performance of TCP-NCL on experimental testbeds.
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